Abstract-In this paper we consider a peer-to-peer grid system which provides multiple services to its users. An incentive mechanism promotes collaboration among peers. It has been shown that the use of a reciprocation-based incentive mechanism in such a system prevents free-riding and, at the same time, promotes the clustering of peers that have mutually profitable interactions. On the other hand, an issue that has not been sufficiently studied in this context is that of service portfolio selection. Normally, peers are subject to resource limitations, which force them to provide only a subset of all services that can be possibly provided. Clearly, the subset of selected services impacts the profit that the grid yields to the peers, since each service will have a different cost and will return a different utility. Moreover, the utility generated by a service is strongly influenced by the behavior of the other peers, which in turn may change over time. In this paper we explore the use of heuristics to select the portfolio of services to be offered by peers in such a grid. The main contributions of this work are the use of heuristics to improve the average profit of peers and a study on the impact of some system characteristics on the heuristics behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems can be defined as networks of computers in which participants (called peers) play both the role of a client and that of a server. In such systems peers are always offering and consuming services from each other. Thus, an important aspect of P2P systems is how should peers schedule the use of their resources so that the allocation is fair and efficient.
Markets are a classical model for organizing the production and consumption of goods and market-based mechanisms have been proposed as a possible approach to guide the allocation of resources in P2P systems [1] . However, in addition to markets, economic production can be organized through various forms of sharing. In particular, reciprocation-based mechanisms have also been advocated as a viable alternative for the scheduling of resources in P2P systems [2] , [3] , [4] . The latter is particularly interesting for systems in which a high transactional cost cannot be accommodated. Differently from markets, that normally rely on the existence and efficiency of mechanisms for contract negotiation, auditing, accounting, billing and banking, sharing systems in general, and reciprocation-based ones in particular, normally do not require such mechanisms to be in place and, therefore, have a much lower marginal transactional cost [5] .
Andrade et al. have proposed an interesting reciprocationbased resource scheduling mechanism for P2P computational grids, called the Network of Favors (NoF) [2] . The idea is that in a P2P computational grid, peers offer their idle processing power to other peers that have demand for them. In exchange, a peer that has donated idle cycles in the past, expects to be able to use other peers' excess computational power when its demand cannot be fully served by its local resources. In effect, peers exchange computing "favors". Under the NoF scheme, each peer maintains, for each other peer with which it has interact in the past, a balance of its direct past interactions with the other peers. Basically, whenever the idle resources of a peer are contested by more than one peer, these resources are allocated proportionally to the peer's debt with the requesting peers. This simple mechanism has been proved to prevent freeriding in the system, at the same time that makes in the best interest of each peer to donate as much resources to the system as possible.
The NoF was originally proposed for a system in which a single service (CPU cycles) is exchanged. When peers are exchanging multiple services, some additional considerations must be made. In this case, peers may exchange a service of one kind for a service of another kind. Moreover, peers may value services differently [6] . Consequently, the links that are formed between peers are based not only on the peers' behavior but also on the profitability of their interactions. Subsequently, Mowbray et al. have studied the use of a slightly modified version of the NoF in P2P computational grids offering multiple services [6] . Their results show that the NoF incentive mechanism yields fair and efficient scheduling even in this more challenging scenario. In effect, by using the NoF, peers are able to autonomously identify which are the other peers with whom mutually profitable interactions are possible. Obviously, since interactions with free riders are always unprofitable, free riders are marginalized, just like in the single service case.
Services in a computational grid can be thought of at the resource level (e.g. CPU cycles, disk, bandwidth, etc), but also at a higher level, such as the execution of a particular software or the availability of a given data set. In view of the multitude of services that can be offered, and the fact that peers have limited resources, normally, not all services can be offered by all peers. As a result, each peer has to choose a subset of services to offer from the set of all possible services available. Since each possible subset has a specific cost and returns different utility, the selection of this service portfolio has a direct impact on the profitability that a peer can extract from the grid [7] . This is an issue that has not been sufficiently studied by previous work on the area of P2P grid computing.
In this work we explore different heuristics to select such a service portfolio. Our results show that, when compared to a random selection of services, the use of appropriate heuristics delivers significant improvements on the average profit that the grid yields to the peers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the basic concepts of the NoF mechanism. Section III gives a formal description of the problem and provides an economical model for the system. The portfolio selection heuristics are presented and evaluated in Section IV. In Section V, we discuss related work. Finally, Section VI closes the paper with our concluding remarks and perspectives of future work.
II. NETWORK OF FAVORS
Experience with P2P systems shows that, in the absence of incentives for donation, a large proportion of peers consumes the resources of the system without contributing to the community [2] . Free-riding is a concern because it decreases the utility of the resource-sharing system, leading, eventually, to its collapse. So, an incentive mechanism that avoids this fragility and, moreover, helps peers to find other peers with which they can interact profitably, is highly desired. The NoF scheme has proved to be efficient at avoiding free-riding. At the same time, it helps to create clusters of peers that have mutually profitable interactions [6] .
In the NoF, peers maintain a balance of past interactions with other peers. This balance represents the debt that a peer has with another peer. It is updated by the two peers that are involved in any interaction. If peer A donates service to peer B, then B increases its balance by some units called favors. On the other hand, A decreases the balance of B by a, possibly different, number of favors. This possible difference reflects an important aspect of the multiple service environment: A and B can value services differently.
The balance value must never go below zero. This is necessary to prevent white-wash attacks, by which a free rider leaves the system and soon rejoins it with a different identification [2] .
Newcomers, i.e. peers that interact for the first time with another peer, have an initial balance of zero. Thus, a peer can never gain credits by leaving and rejoining the system with a new identification. Let v A be the amount of favors that A accounts to have donated to B and v B the amount of favors that B accounts to have received from A. The balance of B computed in A, defined as Balance A (B), and the balance of A computed in B, defined as Balance B (A), are updated as follows:
When its spare resources are requested by several peers, a peer allocates them in direct proportion to the debt it has with the requesting peers. If the provider is not indebted with any of the requesters, then the resources are equally allocated among all requesting peers. Note that under the NoF mechanism, since the balance of free riders is always zero and this is the worst balance value that a peer that collaborates with the system may have, a free rider is never prioritized over a collaborator. This process encourages donations because, the more favors are donated from A to B in the past, the higher the chance of A being selected by B to receive services in the future.
Once peers that use the NoF scheme prioritize other peers from which they have received more favors in the past, mutually profitable partnerships end up emerging. So, the interactions guided by the NoF mechanism lead peers to group themselves into clusters of peers which have mutually profitable interactions [6] .
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we present a formal description of the problem, an economical model for the system and a sketch of the general algorithm used by a peer to select its service portfolio and interact with the other peers.
A. Problem Statement
We consider a P2P grid in which each peer consumes and provides several different services. Each service has a cost to be offered that depends on many factors, such as licensing, required resources, infrastructure installation and maintenance, technical support, etc. So, services are likely to have different costs for different peers. Services also provide different utilities to the different clients that use them. Moreover, peers have limited resources and may not be able to provide all possible services. Thus, peers need to select a service portfolio to provide, within the limits of their resources.
Considering a sufficiently large window of time, each peer has a typical favor request profile, which is represented by the subset of required services and the proportions among these services. Obviously, each peer must provide at least the services of its typical favor profile. Provided there are still resources available, the peer's service portfolio can be augmented with other services.
We consider in this work that peers will be encouraged to donate services to other peers by using the NoF incentive mechanism. Thus, a larger service portfolio will give more room for the establishment of more mutually profitable interactions with other peers. On the other hand, a larger service portfolio will also lead to a higher service provision cost.
Ideally, the service portfolio should be chosen in such a way that the profit that a peer extracts from the grid is maximized. Of course, this would only be possible if the future behavior of all peers were known, which is not the case in real P2P grids. Moreover, since peers are selfish agents, a change in the portfolio selection of one peer may trigger a change in the portfolio selection of the other peers. This is because the portfolio selection of one peer directly impacts the profit of the other peers.
Given the impossibility of anticipating an optimal portfolio selection, we seek heuristics that can be used by the peers to improve the profit that the grid yield to them.
B. System Model
We assume that the system is formed by N peers that share spare resources in a P2P grid. The tuple S = s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n represents the list of all possible services that can be provided by the peers. We consider that the time is slotted in turns t 1 , t 2 , ..., and the duration of each turn t is large enough to allow management decisions to be performed. At the beginning of each turn, every peer must select a service portfolio that it will provide during that turn. The tuple
, and 1 ≤ s ≤ n, represents, for turn t, the availability of services in the portfolio offered by peer p. Service s s is offered by peer p in turn t only if a p,t,s = 1. Peers have different costs to provide services, however, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that these costs are constant over time. We use the notation c p,s to represent the cost per turn for peer p to make available service s s . We model the resource limitations of peers by imposing a maximum budget for each peer. We consider that peer p has a limited budget B p to set and maintain its services.
In this P2P grid, units of computing power configured with specific services are exchanged among peers. So, q p represents the capacity of peer p in number of computing units. Again, for the sake of simplicity, we consider that each peer p has a constant hardware cost per computing unit in each turn, represented by h p . Given all that, the total cost per turn incurred by peer p is:
is the portion of p's budget that is still available at the beginning of turn t.
We consider that each peer has a typical demand which represents the average number of computing units, and the average proportion of services typically required. Hereafter, we assume that the average proportion of services requested by peer p in each turn is its typical favor, represented by the tuple
We assume that in each turn a peer p has a probability ρ p of being idle. When a collaborator peer p is idle in a given turn, it offers its resources to other peers that request the services it is providing at that turn. On the other hand, peers that free ride remain idle. When peer p is not idle, it uses all its local resources and, up to e p,t resources provided by collaborator peers that are idle at that turn. Thus, e p,t is the demand excess that peer p has been allocated at turn t.
It is reasonable to assume that the utility obtained by peer p for using service s s is higher than the costs incurred by p to provide s s . So, we consider a profit factor μ p,s , which represents how useful it is to p the usage of s s in comparison to its cost of provision. We will use the notation P p,t to represent the profit that the grid yields to a peer p at a turn t. Note that this profit can be negative, i.e. peer p may have turns in which it has a deficit. For instance, in the turns in which p is idle, it has a deficit that is represented by P p,t = −C p,t , i.e. the cost of providing its service portfolio at turn t. On the other hand, for the turns in which p is not idle, the cost of provision is compensated by the utility received from the services provided by the local resources, as well as by services that may possibly be provided by other peers that are idle at t. Let g p,t,s be the total amount of service s s that p is able to retrieve from the grid in turn t in which p is not idle. Then, p's profit in such a turn is given by:
In our setting, the balances of past interactions among peers are calculated according to the NoF for multiple services [6] . Let v s,t be the amount of service s s that peer p provides to peer p at turn t. Thus, the balances Balance p (p ) and Balance p (p) are updated as follows:
and
C. The General Algorithm
At each turn, a peer performs operations that will vary depending on whether it is providing or consuming services. If the peer is idle, it will provide services for the other peers. To this end, it first selects the services that it will offer to the community, then it gathers all requests for use of its services and allocates its resources to the requesting peers using the NoF. Consumers, on the other hand, issue requests to the providers and collect the results of the services that have been allocated to them. The final step of both providers and consumers is to update the balances of the peers with whom they interacted in the turn. The general algorithm executed by a peer in each turn is showed in Figure 1 .
A peer demands computing from the grid by invoking the function requestServices(). The function getResults() retrieves the results of the requests that have been processed either at the peer's local resources or at the resources of the other peers in the grid.
The function selectServices() selects the service portfolio to be offered by the peer. The function acceptRequests() receives the community requests to be computed by the peer's local infrastructure. First, it verifies whether the requested services are currently provided. If the request demands a service that is not currently provided, the peer is unable to accept it. Then, the peer allocates its spare resources in direct proportion to the balances of the requesting peers.
Finally, the function updateBalances() updates the balances, increasing the other peers balances if some computing is received, or decreasing if some request is accepted. The increased or decreased balance values are different for each peer because, as discussed before, peers use their own cost functions to compute the local balances.
Since peers can only accept requests that demand services currently provided, the portfolio selection is a crucial step in determining the profit that the peer can extract from the grid. In the following section, we describe and evaluate some heuristics to perform the services selection and implement the selectServices() function.
IV. HEURISTICS DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

A. The Heuristics
We started our investigation of heuristics to solve the portfolio selection problem by concentrating on three aspects, namely: i) the number of services in the portfolio, ii) the cost of the portfolio, and iii) the priorization of the interactions among peers. We have developed three heuristics, each of them taking into account one of these aspects. The first heuristic, called cost-based, uses a greedy algorithm to maximize the number of services in the portfolio, therefore increasing the possibilities of interactions with other peers. The second heuristic, called typical favor, tries to improve the profit by minimizing the provision cost of the service portfolio. Since we are considering a reciprocation-based scheduling mechanism, we defined a third heuristic, called NoF-based, that uses the balances of the NoF mechanism to prioritize the selection of services to be provided; the idea is to increase profit by increasing the chances of allowing profitable interactions to happen. Finally, a fourth heuristic was developed to provide a baseline for the sake of comparison. This heuristic, called random, selects services by simply randomly choosing them. For all four heuristics, we consider that peers must provide, at least, the services they require from the community, i.e. the services that belong to their typical favor profile. In the following we explain how each of these heuristics complements their portfolio of services.
1) Random Heuristic: Peers using this heuristic have no concern about better selecting services to offer to the community. They choose the set of offered services by randomly selecting them from the list of possible services, until a predefined per-turn budget is reached.
2) Cost-based Heuristic: The Knapsack problem [8] is quite similar to the services selection discussed here. It considers a knapsack within which some goods must be placed. Each good has a weight and a value, but the knapsack has a maximum allowable weight. The problem is described as "how to find the best set of goods to fill the knapsack, maximizing the total value carried on it". The services selection problem is similar to the knapsack one because we can map services into goods, service costs into weights, and service utilities into values. However, this mapping can be done only if we provide a polynomial algorithm to discover the service utility. We believe there is no trivial polynomial deterministic algorithm to do this, so the services selection problem considered here is harder than the knapsack problem. A classical way to achieve a good (though not the best) solution to the knapsack problem is to use a greedy algorithm to select goods from the lightest to the heaviest one. Inspired by this algorithm, we have designed a heuristic that selects services from the cheapest to the most expensive one, until a pre-defined per-turn budget is reached.
3) Typical favor Heuristic: The typical favor heuristic takes into account only the costs incurred by the services. Recall that we are considering that, no matter which heuristic they use, peers must provide, at least, the services that they use. So, to minimize its cost of provision, a peer that uses the typical favor heuristic offers only the services that belong to its typical favor's profile. Note that at the same time that this heuristic minimizes the costs of provisioning, it also decreases the expected amount of service donated to the community, and, consequently, the expected amount of service received from the grid.
4) NoF-based Heuristic:
This heuristic tries to maximize mutually profitable interactions so as to promote profitable partnerships. The NoF-based heuristic uses the balances from other peers in order to select services to be offered. The basic idea is to identify the services required by peers which have the highest balances, and give preference to provide them. After adding these services to the portfolio, if the pre-defined per-turn budget is still enough to provide more services, then these are chosen in a random way. So, the NoF-based heuristic also uses the whole available budget.
B. Evaluation and Analysis
In order to evaluate the heuristics, we have implemented a simulator for the system model presented in Section III. We carried out simulations with a community of 50 homogeneous peers. The homogeneity is given by using the following common parameters: the hardware cost per computing unit h p = 0.1; the number of peers' local computing units q p = 10; the software costs of services are randomly chosen from a uniform distribution U (0.5, 1); and the typical favor of all peers is composed by two services, with proportions varying uniformly from (20%−80%) to (80%−20%). We assume that all peers have the same profit factor for all services that is set to μ p,s = 4. In each scenario, peers have the same budget and a total of 300 different services, from which they can select their portfolio. In our settings, we have simulated a grid system with average contention, in which the independent probability of a peer being donating or consuming is ρ p = 50% and the excess demand is equal to 10 for all peers in all turns, i.e. e p,t = 10, ∀ p, t|1 ≤ p ≤ N, t ≥ 1.
In all graphs presented below, we analyze average costs, utilities and profits obtained by the peers in the execution of 1, 000 turns, which were enough to give results with a relative error lower than 2% at the 95% confidence level. In all simulations, the pre-defined per-turn budget was set to B p /1, 000. We varied B p from 3, 000 to 25, 000, since 3, 000 was the minimal value for the budget that allowed the typical favors of all peers to be provided at all turns and 25, 000 is a value sufficiently high for evaluating the impact of the budget on the profit outcome. Each simulation compares two heuristics, with 50% of peers implementing one heuristic, and 50% implementing the other.
We start our evaluation by comparing the cost-based and the random heuristics. Figure 2 shows the average values for the utility, cost and profit obtained by peers using each of the heuristics compared, for different budgets. The results show that there is no significative difference between these heuristics, indicating that the cost-based selection does not improve the profitability of the peers. Since both heuristics utilize the total allowed budget in order to select services, there is no difference in the average cost incurred by the peers using these heuristics and the average cost increases as the budget increases. Also, given that both heuristics have very similar utilities, it appears that there is no correlation between the cost of a service and the probability of a peer increasing its mutually profitable interactions. As a result, the average profit achieved by both heuristics is very similar. It is interesting to note that while the cost increases linearly with the budget available, the utility has only a logarithmical increase. This is because larger budgets tend to reduce the difference between the portfolios (in the limit, a high enough budget will allow all services to be provided). As a consequence, the average profit achieved starts to decrease after a certain budget value.
The typical favor heuristic was designed with the intention of avoiding the undesired behavior of having a decrease in the profit due to excessive provision costs. Next we evaluate how this heuristics compares against the random one. In Figure 3 we have plotted the behavior of the average cost, utility and profit as a function of the budget. As before, the average cost of the peers that use the random heuristic increases with the increase in the budget, while the peers that use the typical favor heuristic have a constant average cost, which is equal to the cost of providing the average typical favor profile of these peers. Also, for small values of the budget, both heuristics yield similar average utilities. However, the average utility of the peers that use the random heuristic continuously increases as budget values increase, while the average utility of the peers using the typical favor heuristic stagnates after relatively small values for the budget are reached. This is because the increased budget allow peers using the random heuristic to offer an enlarged service portfolio, allowing more profitable interactions to happen. Despite a smaller average utility, the average profit yield to the peers that use the typical favor heuristic is always larger than that of the peers using the other heuristic. This emphasizes the need for careful consideration before compromising part of the budget to provide a given service. Now we evaluate how the NoF-based and random heuristics compare. Figure 4 shows the results for this setting.
Again, as expected, both heuristics lead to similar average costs. On the other hand, the NoF-based heuristic yields better average utilities in all scenarios. As in the case of the cost- based heuristic, the average profit yield initially increases, but then starts to decrease as the value of the budget increases. Nevertheless, the average profit yield by the NoF-based heuristic is always higher that that yield by the random heuristic.
Our final evaluation compares the NoF-based heuristic against the typical favor heuristic. Figure 5 presents the results for this setting. As expected, the NoF-based heuristic leads to higher average costs as budget values increase, while the typical favor average costs are constant. Regarding the average utility obtained by both heuristics, the NoF-based heuristic obtains much better results. Again, the greater the budget, the greater the difference between the utility obtained by both heuristics. Moreover, regarding the profitability, the typical favor heuristic is better after a certain budget value, while the NoF-based one is better for smaller budget values. This occurs because, for small values of budget, the NoF-based heuristic explores more the reciprocation among the peers. However, as the budget increases, the NoF-based average costs increases, while there is no substantial increase on the average utility yield. On the other hand, the typical favor costs remains constant.
C. Remarks and Discussion
Considering the simulation results, we can see that the NoF-based and typical favor heuristics have achieved better results when compared to the cost-based and random ones. The NoF-based heuristic tries to increase profit by maximizing the received utility as it tries to increase the possibilities of profitable interactions to happen. On the other hand, the typical favor heuristic tries to increase profit by minimizing the incurred cost. Nevertheless, both heuristics have achieved bad results in specific scenarios. If on one hand, being short on services selection impacts utility, on the other hand, providing more services than necessary impacts cost. Therefore, a good heuristic should consider offering all services that lead to mutually profitable interactions, but at the same time it should also try to keep the cost as low as possible.
V. RELATED WORK
The services selection problem has been extensively studied in the context of Web Services compositions [9] , [10] . Some efforts have also been made in addressing Web Services composition embraced in grid platforms such as [11] , [12] , [13] . However, Web Services composition address the problem of finding a proper processing workflow that links multiple peers together, and balancing loads on the network links. It is quite different from the service selection problem presented in this paper, where management decisions should be made by peers in order to offer services to the community. These decisions should encourage reciprocation among peers while keeping costs within a limited budget.
In the context of planning in grid computing, relative limited research has addressed the issue of manage multi-service P2P grids. This environment is considerably different from conventional grid systems due to the nature of P2P networks, in which a user acts simultaneously as consumer and provider of resources, and services are offered by different providers in a completely decentralized distributed environment. Moreover, most previous work does not consider the dynamic behavior of peers that is common in P2P grids.
Mowbray et al. have proposed a simple extension to the NoF in order to deal with multiple services in a P2P grid environment [6] . However, their work assumes that peers can offer all the possible services, which is not realistic in some cases where the provision of services is restricted by financial and hardware limitations.
Satsiou and Tassiulas present a distributed trust-based reputation mechanism to regulate the exchange of multiple services in P2P systems [14] . A distributed trust-based exchange framework is proposed for a system of peers with different capabilities, demands, and different values for different services. This work is very similar to the one by Mowbray et al. [6] , with the major difference being that, in the latter, the authors consider homogeneous peers with equal demands and capabilities. However, the main conclusion of both works is that their reputation mechanisms lead to a dynamic formation of clusters among peers with mutually profitable interactions. On the other hand, none of them consider the impact of different services selections on the system's profitability, which is the focus of this paper.
Guanfeng et al. propose a new reputation calculation model suitable for grid computational economy environments [15] . The reputation model is based on commodity market, and meet the following requirements: considers the recent behavior of peers, reflects the past behavior of peers, and decreases the reputation as time increases. Through simulations, they show that the new model can reduce the negative influence of malicious nodes in the grid network, and maximize the benefits on the commodity market in grid environments. Again, an investigation on the impact of different selection choices on the system's utility is missing.
Cluster on Demand (CoD) [16] is a cluster manager that defines an architecture in which pools of machines can be donated by peers. This architecture enables peers to donate their idle machines, defining how many machines must be donated to each other. The set of machines received by peers is perceived as a "virtual cluster", which is a pool of configured machines that are donated by different peers, allowing the receiver to use it as a real cluster. Moreover, the donating peer is able to configure the machines with multiple services, according to the receiver needs. The scheduling policy must be defined previously by the peers, and the services are configured in the machines after that. So, differently of the scheme studied in our work, the CoD proposal neither considers an automated configuration environment, nor takes into account a limited budget to offer services.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no work that has addressed the variation on the utility delivered by the grid when different set of services are offered by peers, and that has also considered a business-driven management approach by regarding a budget limitation for offering services.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In P2P grid environments, multiple services can be shared by peers. However, resource limitations normally prevent peers from providing all possible services. Given that different services have different costs and yield different utilities to different peers, the choice of services shared in the grid directly impacts on the profitability obtained by the peers.
In this paper we have investigated the use of heuristics to perform the service portfolio selection of peers in a multiservice P2P grid. The results show that peers can improve their profitability by using appropriate strategies to select services. They indicate that a judicious use of the budget is required to provide only the services that will enable effective and frequent enough profitable interactions. In particular, there are situations in which it is more appropriate to save part of the budget instead of using it to provide services that will not provide a return of the investment.
As future work we intend to consider the design of hybrid heuristics. Moreover, we intend to study the environment characteristics in order to explore strategies to select services in a more realistic scenario.
